CHAP. IV.]            KNOWING- AND BEING.                    ^9
Brahma. It does not identify the man of the flesh with the Supreme
Being. What it says most significantly is that stripping Brahma
of the category of cause and the individual soul as the effect of that
cause, what remains is All Tho-u-glit, All Intelligence : MryopddMra-
yam jeemJi MmnopddMreeshvarah MryaMranatdm Mtwd poorna'
'bodJiovasMshyat^.
This is the identity which the Admitm claims for man, and holds forth
as the ideal, which, he says, it is possible to reach under proper culture.
It is only at this last stage—this culminating point—that some
divergence between Hegelianism and the Indian Admita becomes
manifest. The one apparently holds it to be absolutely impossible
for man actually to become identical with. God, while the other holds
it to be possible, though, indeed, under conditions almost bordering,
m practice, on the impossible. The one retains the element of plu-
rality in the Unity, while the other discards it in the highest stage
of development. The one posits, as an ultimate reality, the unity
of Being and Not-Being == Becoming ; fche other says that Becoming
is not a necessary truth but only contingent as involving relations
which in the case of the Absolute cannot be necessary.
This is what according to Dr. E. Caird is the summum bonum of
JEegeliamsm :—
Thought has always its opposite or negative, which it at once
" excludes and involves, and this process is repeated in regard to it,
with the result of reaching a still higher unity. . . . And so on,
through ever widening sweep of differentiation and integration, till
the whole body of thought is seen in its organic unity and develop-
ment—every fibre of it alive with relation to the whole, in which it
is a constituent element.752
Beyond this, Hegelianism apparently refuses to go; and, indeed,
generally speaking, all European idealists3 do the like. They seem
to think that it is absolutely impossible for man to reach the condi"
tion of complete self-realisation, although potentially he is identical
with God, and that it is blasphemous to conceive the possibility of
such identification.
1 Prapatoa, quoted by Prof. BMnu    s qqq e. y. Haldane's ' Pathway ? II 99
m his Bhag. Git. XIII, 2.              and following.
2 E. Card's ( Hegel/ p. 164

